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LEGAL CAVEAT
EAB Global, Inc. ("EAB") has made efforts to verify the accuracy of the information it provides to members. This report relies on data obtained from many sources, however, and EAB cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information provided or any analysis based thereon. In addition, neither EAB nor any of its affiliates (each, an "EAB Organization") is in the business of giving legal, accounting, or other professional advice, and its reports should not be construed as professional advice. In particular, members should not rely on any legal commentary in this report as a basis for action, or assume that any tactic described herein would be permitted by applicable law or appropriate for a given member's situation. Members are advised to consult with appropriate professionals concerning legal, tax, or accounting issues, before implementing any of these tactics. No EAB Organization or any of its respective officers, directors, employees, or agents shall be liable for any claims, liabilities, or expenses relating to (a) any errors or omissions in this report, whether caused by any EAB organization, or any of their respective employees or agents, or sources or other third parties, (b) any recommendation by any EAB Organization, or (c) failure of member and its employees and agents to abide by the terms set forth herein.

EAB is a registered trademark of EAB Global, Inc. in the United States and other countries. Members are not permitted to use these trademarks, or any other trademark, product name, service name, trade name, and logo of any EAB Organization without prior written consent of EAB. Other trademarks, product names, service names, trade names, and logos used within these pages are the property of their respective holders. Use of other company trademarks, product names, service names, trade names, and logos or images of the same does not necessarily constitute (a) an endorsement by such company of an EAB Organization and its products and services, or (b) an endorsement of the company or its products or services by an EAB Organization. No EAB Organization is affiliated with any such company.

IMPORTANT: Please read the following.
EAB has prepared this report for the exclusive use of its members. Each member acknowledges and agrees that this report and the information contained herein (collectively, the "Report") are confidential and proprietary to EAB. By accepting delivery of this Report, each member agrees to abide by the terms as stated herein, including the following:

1. All right, title, and interest in and to this Report is owned by an EAB Organization. Except as stated herein, no right, license, permission, or interest of any kind in this Report is intended to be given, transferred to, or acquired by a member. Each member is authorized to use this Report only to the extent expressly authorized herein.

2. Each member shall not sell, license, republish, distribute, or post online or otherwise this Report, in part or in whole. Each member shall not disseminate or permit the use of, and shall take reasonable precautions to prevent such dissemination or use of, this Report by (a) any of its employees and agents (except as stated below), or (b) any third party.

3. Each member may make this Report available solely to those of its employees and agents who (a) are registered for the workshop or membership program of which this Report is a part, (b) require access to this Report in order to learn from the information described herein, and (c) agree not to disclose this Report to other employees or agents or any third party. Each member shall use, and shall ensure that its employees and agents use, this Report for its internal use only. Each member may make a limited number of copies, solely as adequate for use by its employees and agents in accordance with the terms herein.

4. Each member shall not remove from this Report any confidential markings, copyright notices, and/or other similar indicia herein.

5. Each member is responsible for any breach of its obligations as stated herein by any of its employees or agents.

6. If a member is unwilling to abide by any of the foregoing obligations, then such member shall promptly return this Report and all copies thereof to EAB.
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Blueprint for Enrolling a Diverse Student Body Overview

The Enrollment Management Forum presents the third installment in a four-part research series about how to identify, engage, and recruit students from underrepresented populations.

Enrollment Managers, Admissions Directors and Policy Committees, Presidents and senior administrators, and Chief Diversity Officers should use this research series to guide investments and strategies to achieve diversity goals.

1. Charting the Diversity Landscape:
   Delineating Worsening Inequities in Underrepresented Student Access to Higher Education
   - Understand the current state of diversity and the challenges in enrolling students from underrepresented populations
   - Recognize three forces intensifying pressure and competition to enroll a diverse class

2. Evolving College Access Programs:
   Scaling K-12 Interventions to Increase College Preparedness
   - Expand beyond the traditional model for college access programs
   - Prioritize interventions for school-wide and school-specific root cause problems
   - Facilitate student self-correction with personalized progress reports

3. Supporting Parents of First-Generation Students:
   Engaging the Family in College Search
   - Harness the parents of first-generation students as key influencers to college participation
   - Provide opportunities for families to assess institutional fit
   - Engage parents and build institutional affinity throughout the application process

4. Delivering a Differentiated Application Process:
   Redesigning Recruitment Interactions for the Needs of Underrepresented Applicants
   - Address student concerns about affordability, ability, and fit
   - Craft a process from pre-application to post-admittance that mitigates barriers
   - Implement tailored interactions for underrepresented applicants
Key Takeaways

Parents Without College Experience Lack Social Capital to Build College-Going Culture and Ability to Support Students in Admissions Process

- This white paper focuses on recruiting students who are the first in their families to pursue higher education, commonly labeled first-generation. Students can be first-generation regardless of racial/ethnic and economic backgrounds. This white paper takes an expansive view of first-generation and does not define the level of parental educational attainment that qualifies students as first-generation.¹

- Despite their increased likelihood to graduate on time—and at all—if they enroll at four-year colleges and universities, the largest share of first-generation students enroll at community colleges.

- Parents are key influencers on college enrollment for all students, but the parents of first-generation students are less likely to expect their children to enroll in college than parents with postsecondary experience.

- Even when parents want to be involved, logistical barriers and gaps in social capital prevent the families of first-generation students from supporting students throughout the admission process.

Harness Parents as Key Influencers to College Participation

- Because parents influence college enrollment, Enrollment Managers (EMs) and college access program administrators should prioritize parental participation in K-12 college access programs. These programs should transform parents into college-going advocates so that first-generation students are encouraged and supported by their parents to pursue higher education.

  - **Practice 5: Parent-Focused College Access Programs**—Design K-12 interventions that foster and inculcate parental influence on the path to college.

Provide Tailored Opportunities for First-Generation Families to Assess Fit

- The families of first-generation students face logistical barriers that lead to their diminished attendance at key recruitment events. Even when they can attend events, parents without college experience may feel uncomfortable with campus environments and customs. EMs should recognize families’ need for tailored campus events and facilitate their ability to attend key events so that families can assess institutional fit.

  - **Practice 6: After-Hours Campus Tours**—Calibrate campus recruitment events to parental professional circumstances.

  - **Practice 7: Community-Located Orientation Session**—Offer local orientation events for families who cannot travel to campus.

  - **Practice 8: Parent-Expert Networking Event**—Accelerate college affinity at yield events by connecting parents with staff who proactively address their distinct concerns.

¹ Definitions for “first-generation” vary. Some definitions include only students whose parents have no college experience, while other definitions include students whose parents did not attain bachelor’s degrees (counting parents with some college experience and/or holding associate degrees). The US Department of Education applies three definitions: no parent in the household has a bachelor’s degree, parents have no education after high school, and parents hold no degree past high school.

First-Gen Students Enroll in Higher Ed at Lower Rates

Community College the Likeliest Destination

For the many reasons discussed in the first and second installments of the Blueprint for Enrolling a Diverse Student Body research series, first-generation students enroll in college at lower rates than their peers. Like other underrepresented student populations, many first-generation students never enroll in college. Forty percent of first-generation students had not enrolled in postsecondary education, compared to only 14% of students whose parents hold at least a bachelor’s degree, according to the NCES 2009 High School Longitudinal Study.

When first-generation students do enroll, they are more likely to do so at community colleges and for-profit institutions. Forty-seven percent of first-generation students enrolled in community college, compared to only 24% of students whose parents hold at least a bachelor’s degree. Nine percent of first-generation students enrolled at for-profits, compared to 3% of students whose parents hold at least a bachelor’s degree. First-generation students are most likely to persist and graduate when they enroll immediately at public and private four-year institutions. The Pell Institute finds that first-generation students who enroll initially at public and private four-year schools are seven times more likely to complete their degrees than those who enroll first at community colleges.

Parental Influence Is Powerful—but Missing for Many First-Generation Students

While parents are key influencers for all students, parents with little to no experience with higher education are less likely to expect their children to enroll in postsecondary education. Nearly half of the 3.8 million students in the NCES 2009 High School Longitudinal Study report that parents were their top influencers on higher education. However, only 39% of parents with high school degrees expect their children to earn a bachelor’s degree, compared to 88% of parents who hold bachelor’s degrees or higher. Lacking the parental expectation that they will enroll in college, first-generation students may also fail to see college as their future destination.

Parents and Family Members Are at the Top of Students’ Influencer List...

Distribution of Individuals Who Most Influenced Students’ Perspective on Higher Education

- Self: 28%
- Parent or Family Member: 49%
- Other: 17%
- No One in Particular: 6%

...But Parents Without College Experience Are Unlikely to Expect Their Children to Attain Degrees

Percentage of Parents Expecting Their Child to Attain a BA or Higher, by Parental Educational Attainment

- High School Degree: 39%
- BA or Higher: 88%

Limited Social Capital Meets Logistical Barriers

For First-Generation Families, Two Key Barriers to Supporting Students

Two root cause barriers make it difficult for the parents of first-generation students to support their children’s college enrollment. First, parents without college experience lack the social capital1 to advise their children on how to increase their preparedness and how to navigate the admission process. Lacking personal experience with higher education, parents of first-generation students may be skeptical of—and unreceptive to—their children’s college aspirations. Even after the point of admission, parents of first-generation students may feel apprehensive about their children attending school in a distant or unfamiliar environment.

Second, even when parents of first-generation students try to support their children’s college enrollment, they find themselves unfamiliar with key process steps. The timing and location of recruitment events, such as campus tours and orientation sessions, do not accommodate families who may be unable to miss work or travel long distances. While most colleges and universities offer foreign language translations throughout the admissions process, translations are often available in only one language, typically Spanish, which may not accommodate all families. Furthermore, language accommodation is only a first step in building an admission process that works for the families of first-generation students. Beyond secondary language options, families require tailored campus events that allow them to attend key process steps and comfortably assess institutional fit.

---

1) In this white paper, “social capital” refers to social networks, connections, and experiences specifically with higher education.

---

Impediments to Navigating the Road to College for Families of First-Generation Students

1 Social Capital Gaps

- No personal experience with higher education
- Lack of familiarity with college environment
- Distrust and misunderstanding of value of higher education

“...That can be exhilarating, but it can be a little unnerving.”

Michael V. Drake,
President of The Ohio State University

2 Logistical Barriers

- Work responsibilities restrict ability to visit campus
- Campus location too far to travel
- Confusing admission process

"Many parents of first-generation students are deeply committed to getting their children into higher ed, but they don’t know how the system works.”

Tom Green, ACCRAO

---

Engaging the Family in College Search

Social capital gaps and logistical barriers prevent many families from helping first-generation students through the admission process. To address these barriers in order to increase first-generation student enrollment, EMs and college access program administrators should follow two imperatives:

1. Involve parents in K-12 college access programs to create a college-going culture for first-generation students and demystify the application process for families.

2. Offer tailored campus events for the families of first-generation students to evaluate institutional fit.

---

### Social Capital Gaps and Logistical Barriers

- Lowered expectations about children’s college participation
- Skepticism of value proposition of higher ed
- Lack of knowledge to differentiate between 2-year and 4-year colleges
- Confusion about application process
- Work responsibilities restrict ability to visit campus
- Lack of familiarity with university campuses and customs

---

### 1. Harness Parents as Key Influencers to College Participation

Practice 5: Parent-Focused College Access Programs

---

### 2. Provide Tailored Opportunities for First-Generation Families to Assess Fit

Practice 6: After-Hours Campus Tours
Practice 7: Community-Located Orientation Session
Practice 8: Parent-Expert Networking Event

---

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.
Practice 5: Parent-Focused College Access Programs

Engage Parents Through Community Organizations

Secure Nonprofit Partnerships to Complement Institutional Resources

As explained in previous installments of the Blueprint for Enrolling a Diverse Student Body series, local population growth in underrepresented populations does not translate to four-year enrollment. Midwestern State University (MSU) wanted to grow the pipeline of students from its diverse, but underserved, local community in Texas. Lacking a sizable budget and other resources, MSU turned to a local nonprofit, Café Con Leche, which offers a college access program called Road to College for students and parents. Partnering with Café Con Leche provided MSU with immediate access to the nonprofit’s credibility, community relationships, and resources.

MSU and Café Con Leche have a synergistic relationship in which each partner complements the needs of the other. MSU benefits from access to Café Con Leche’s existing connections and credibility with the local Hispanic community. Café Con Leche provides the preestablished Road to College curriculum for both students and parents. Café Con Leche also handles the bulk of daily program operations and administration. In turn, MSU provides Café Con Leche with support from MSU staff and access to campus space for events.

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.
Café Con Leche’s Road to College program secures early commitments from students and families to build their college-going mindset. Because middle school is a pivotal time for inflecting students’ preparedness, Café Con Leche solicits student nominations from local school districts for a program beginning in 5th grade. Rather than focusing on the most promising students, Café Con Leche aims to serve middle-performing students to expand the number of prepared students. Parents sign contracts that commit themselves to building a culture of high expectations for their children, and students attend an intensive academic preparedness camp in the summer.

Involve Parents Early to Build a College-Going Culture
Support Students with Higher Expectations from Multiple Influencers

While many college access programs rely solely on after-school programs to inculcate students’ college-going mindsets, Café Con Leche leadership realized they needed parents to build and reinforce this mindset at home. Therefore, university mentors visit families in their homes throughout the program.

Nearly 100% of parent participants report that Road to College increased their understanding of the college admissions process. From 2012 to 2017, the number of Hispanic students in Wichita County who completed Café Con Leche’s Road to College program increased by 25 percentage points. University leadership believe the deeper understanding and family commitment to the college process contribute to increasing Hispanic enrollment at MSU.
Another option for universities with limited resources is to create smaller-scale college access programs in-house with parental engagement as a key component. Like MSU, the University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley (UTRGV) recognized a need to increase the preparedness and college-going rate of the growing Hispanic population. Specifically, UTRGV sought to expand the pipeline of Hispanic women in STEM fields. To do so, UTRVG launched the Mother-Daughter Program, which increases daughters’ college preparedness and empowers mothers to advocate for their daughters’ education.

UTRGV recruits 30 Hispanic middle school girls and their mothers for the Mother-Daughter Program. UTRGV finds that middle school is the ideal time to inflect change both in students’ college-going mindsets and in the mother-daughter relationships. Participating mothers take a pledge of commitment to supporting their daughters’ college enrollment goals. Mothers attend personal coaching sessions and monthly workshops on campus with their daughters. UTRGV undergraduates lead monthly school-based sessions with the daughters and serve as their mentors.

Nearly all participants graduate from high school, and the vast majority enroll in college. UTRGV is the preferred destination for enrolling students. The Mother-Daughter Program has been so successful that UTRGV is piloting a similar program for fathers and sons.
Local Ineligibility Spurs College Access Efforts

USC’s Longstanding Program Tackles Preparedness Gaps

Like many selective universities, few local public school students qualify for admission to the University of Southern California (USC). The public schools surrounding USC primarily enroll low-income students of color from families with limited college attainment. As explained in the two previous installments of the Blueprint for Enrolling a Diverse Student Body research series, these populations are more likely to face preparedness gaps. For example, the majority of students from Los Angeles public schools fail to meet state standards for preparedness in math and English. Due to these preparedness gaps, few local students are college-ready.

**Majority of Local Students Are Low-Income and Fail to Meet State Standards**

*Los Angeles Unified School District, 2016-2017 Academic Year*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of students eligible for free and reduced-price lunch</th>
<th>Students who meet or exceed standards in math on state assessment</th>
<th>Percentage of students who meet or exceed standards in English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overview of USC’s Neighborhood Academic Initiative (NAI)**

USC operates the Neighborhood Academic Initiative (NAI) to grow the local pipeline of students eligible for USC admission and to demonstrate commitment to the university’s neighborhood in an underserved region of Los Angeles. NAI serves about 1,000 local middle and high school students annually in a seven-year program that runs from 6th to 12th grade. Six schools located in neighborhoods bordering USC campuses in East LA and South LA participate.

As a robust college access program, NAI fulfills the four objectives of these programs.¹

1. **Identify students with potential.** Students apply for the program. Rather than enrolling only students with the highest grades, USC looks for students who seem highly motivated but who are not already top students. This selection process ensures that USC does not allocate valuable resources for students who would likely be prepared for college without assistance.

2. **Boost academic preparedness.** Participating students attend supplemental classes before and after school, on Saturdays, and over summer break for seven years.

3. **Develop college-going mindset.** The multiyear commitment and comprehensive programming keep students motivated on their path to college.

4. **Support application completion.** In high school, NAI participants receive help submitting college applications. All participants apply to USC, and if admitted, they qualify for full-tuition scholarships.

### USC Neighborhood Academic Initiative (NAI) Fulfills Four College Access Objectives

1. **Identify Students with Potential**
   - Admission criteria based on motivation, not highest grades
   - Students, parents, and USC leadership sign contract committing to attendance

2. **Boost Academic Preparedness**
   - 7-year program with mandatory weekday, Saturday, and summer school
   - Multiple teaching sources

3. **Develop College-Going Mindset**
   - Assistance applying to college; all apply to USC
   - Full scholarship if admitted to USC

4. **Support Application Completion**

---

¹ *Evolving College Access Programs, Volume 2 of the Blueprint for Enrolling a Student Body* research series, outlines the four objectives of college access programs.
Ongoing Engagement Keeps Parents Involved Across Multiyear Program

Distinguishing NAI from most college access programs, USC embeds parental involvement into the entirety of NAI. Through the Family Development Institute, USC secures parents’ commitment and keeps them engaged in the program for seven years. Both students and their parents sign contracts committing to their attendance at NAI programming. Every other Saturday, parents attend seminars on topics related to supporting their children’s college enrollment, such as financial literacy. Volunteer USC medical and social work students are on hand to provide basic preventive care and counseling, which are valuable incentives for families with limited access to quality health care.

Formalizing “Voice of the Parents” in NAI

In addition to incentives for all parent participants, NAI empowers a selected group of parents to take ownership over programming. Parents elect 12-15 parents from their cohort to serve on a parent leadership council. The council assists USC staff with program operations, such as chaperoning field trips and fundraising. This council becomes the “voice of the parents” and provides feedback to NAI staff about how to adapt programming. Simultaneously, council membership is an opportunity for leadership development for the selected parents.

In addition to giving parents a stake in the program and their children’s success, heightened parent engagement turns NAI parents into brand advocates for USC. Parents communicate the benefits of NAI in their communities and build local affinity for the university.

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.
NAI delivers tangible benefits for parents, students, and USC. Comprehensive academic support and parental engagement allow students to be prepared for and supported in applying to college. Nearly all NAI graduates enroll in college, and about 40% enroll at USC. One NAI partner school has become the top feeder high school to USC, sending 30 students per year.

**Benefits to the Community**

- **99%** Of NAI graduates enroll in postsecondary education
- **100%** Of NAI graduates who start at community college are case managed by NAI advisors through transfer to 4-year institutions

**...And the USC Pipeline**

- **40%** Of NAI graduates enroll at USC
- **#1** Partner school in South LA is top feeder to USC (30 students in 2016)

**Maintaining Engagement with Intended USC Transfers**

- NAI director invites NAI graduates who enroll at community colleges to volunteer at weekly college advisement hour
- NAI graduates work with a cohort of 9th to 11th graders in small groups as ad hoc advisors
- NAI graduates routinely return to USC; NAI program staff assist with transfer pathway

**Re-Recruiting Students with Affinity from Community Colleges**

Contributing to NAI’s success is targeted follow-up with NAI graduates who enroll at community colleges. Recognizing that these students have built affinity with USC, NAI staff invite these students to volunteer as mentors for current NAI participants at the Saturday programming. While students are back on USC’s campus, NAI staff assess and provide feedback on their progress to transferring. The weekly campus visit is also a tangible prompt to students to transfer to USC.

NAI has also grown USC’s reputation and visibility as an institution committed to access. The program has made national headlines, including a [2017 profile in The New York Times](https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/26/opinion/usc-neighborhood-academic-initiative-lifting-kids-to-college.html?_r=0).

Offer Evening Options to Accommodate Working Families’ Schedules

Even when parents have committed to sending their children to college, they still lack personal experiences with higher education and face logistical barriers that complicate their ability to support students’ applications and attend events to assess fit. For example, campus tours are both an important part of how families assess fit and a key way for EMs to predict yield. However, campus tours are often inconveniently scheduled for working-class families who may have unavoidable work commitments during the typical weekday timing of tours. Parents without college experience may also feel intimidated to ask questions in larger tour groups filled with college-aware parents.

To ensure all families can attend a campus tour, Point Loma Nazarene University began offering a monthly evening tour, the Sunset Tour, in 2012. In addition to the after-hours timing of the tour, families are invited to an informal meal in a campus dining hall following the tour. Admission staff also attend this dinner and discovered that the campus meal is the most valuable component of the event. While parents may be reluctant to ask questions in the larger tour setting, the informal dining hall setting fosters an opportunity to voice concerns and questions one-on-one with admission staff. Ultimately, students who attend the evening tour are significantly more likely to apply than those who take the traditional tour.

Sources: EAB analysis of EAB Enrollment Services data; EAB interviews and analysis.
Provide Local Orientations for Place-Bound Families

Accommodate First-Generation Families with a Close-to-Home Option

Like campus tours, new student orientations are often planned around expectations that students and parents can take time off, travel long distances to campus, speak English fluently, and be familiar with campus culture and customs. These assumptions do not align with the reality of work, transportation, and life experience for many parents of first-generation students. Augustana College’s Enrollment Management team realized that most of their first-generation students were coming from Chicago, a considerable distance from the Rock Island campus. Because many parents were therefore unable to attend the traditional campus orientation, Augustana College launched a Chicago orientation option for these families.

The Chicago orientation occurs on a Saturday to not disrupt workweek commitments. Orientation content includes a “university 101” course introducing parents to higher education terminology and processes, as well as a session advising parents on how to contribute to their children’s success in their first year of college. Augustana College offers Spanish-language sessions to accommodate the primarily Hispanic attendees. Typically, about fifteen families attend the Chicago orientation.

In addition to the convenience of the local location, the orientation builds a sense of community for attending families, who connect with other families from similar backgrounds also enrolling at Augustana College. Admission staff tailor the orientation to the specific questions and concerns of families with limited higher education knowledge, demonstrating to parents how the college will support their children.

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.
Demonstrate Commitment to Parents of Admitted First-Generation Students

Even if the families of first-generation students move beyond logistical barriers and attend campus events, they may harbor feelings of apprehension, stemming from their lack of personal experience with higher education. While the University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass) had improved recruitment of underrepresented minority populations, including many first-generation students, the EM division observed that yield still lagged for these populations. UMass Amherst already offered a separate yield event for underrepresented students. To increase yield from these events, Leykia Nulan, Assistant Provost for Diversity in the EM division, redesigned this event to embed tailored parent-staff interactions.

Nulan realized UMass Amherst needed to proactively address the distinct concerns of the parents of first-generation students about sending their children to college. To respond to these fears, Nulan matches parents with the UMass Amherst staff member who can best address their concerns at a key enrollment decision point. For example, the head of disability services might be matched with the parents of a student with a learning disability. At the yield event, staff members informally approach their assigned parents to discuss their specific concerns.

UMass Amherst saw a small, but not insignificant, increase in the yield of underrepresented minority students in the year following the redesigned events. They observed that even the parents of students with offers from more elite schools were swayed by UMass Amherst’s personal touch at this event.

Source: EAB interviews and analysis.
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